
Genrietta Raitsykh With Her Daughter And
A Friend 

This is my mom, Genrietta Raitsykh, in summer 1946 in Leningrad, in Architect Rossi Street, near
Anichkov Bridge. In the background you can see the building of the Comedy Theater. The picture
was taken when Mom and her friend, ballet dancer Marina Pomerantseva, were coming back from
the theater on a very warm May afternoon. Mom is holding me by the hand. We are walking past
the building of the Choreographic School in Architect Rossi Street. This school is still there today.

By 1932, Mom had moved with her family to Leningrad, and began to study ballet dancing. I don’t
remember the surname of her teacher in Baku, but I know that there was a school there that
provided choreographic training. However, the Baku level of preparation was absolutely insufficient
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to enter a ballet school in Leningrad. Mom entered a choreographic school, but received a bad
mark for technical merit, and a good mark for artistic abilities. My mother always worshipped
Ulanova, she was the only standard for her in arts, because Ulanova was more than simply a ballet
dancer. She was an artistic phenomenon that had an international significance, and that
phenomenon had its roots here in Leningrad.

While working in Kirovsky Theater, my mom found herself in a specific environment, with its own
rules and traditions. That was a special theater, the Imperial Маriinsky Theater, where Jews had
never been admitted! A tradition remains a tradition. But that tradition was broken in the Soviet
times. Before the revolution there were no Jews in ballet, even musicians of the orchestra all got
christened.

When the war began in 1941, the Kirovsky Theater was evacuated to Molotov in an organized
manner. Artists were permitted to take no more than 20-30 kilograms with them on the train. It
was a train especially provided for the employees of the Kirovsky Theater. Families of artists and
employees were allowed to go by the same train. By miracle that train wasn’t bombed on the way.
Many trains were heading East then – to Perm, to the Urals. The trip in general was a hard and long
one; some babies were born on the train. By the way, Grandfather attended to a delivery there, on
the train.

I was born in October 1941 in Perm, in evacuation, it was the city of Molotov then. The war was
going on by then. A few more children were born there, to actors’ families, so here I am, one of
them. In Molotov my mom received the bad news about the death of her husband in 1942. In Perm
the Kirovsky Theater conducted ballet and opera performances. They lived very poorly, there
wasn’t enough to eat, not enough clothes to put on, but they proceeded to perform.

Shortly after the war was over, Mom married Mikhail Lvovich Dolkart, but they got divorced soon.
Dolkart was Jewish, but my mother somehow couldn’t live in harmony with him for long. Jewish
traditions in our family were kept only by Grandfather. Then Mom finished a correspondence course
at the Conservatory and taught in the famous Leningrad Ballet on Ice. After a serious operation she
left the stage. By then she had another husband, who was very devoted to her and took care of her
after the operation. He saved my Mom, but died himself, and Mom’s mother-in-law could not
forgive her for that. Having left the theater, Mom hadn’t lost her interest in ballet. She participated
in the restoration of the city after the war. The Kirovsky Theater needed repairs, but there was a
lack of manpower. Actors mended their costumes, washed the interiors of the theater after the
war, participated in the restoration. It is all true, they really washed the boxes, dress circles and so
on.
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